Record of Proceeding
McMillan Mesa Major Plan Amendment Open House
June 18, 2018 5 pm to 7 pm, NACET Business Accelerator
City staff held an open house to answer questions and provide information about the major plan
amendment being proposed for McMillan Mesa Natural Area and other selected city properties, such as
the FUTS trail properties between Hemlock and Cedar, and the Veterans’ Home. More than 30members
of the public attended.
Organization and Materials presented
The open house was set up to discuss both the Open Space program’s work on the McMillan Mesa
Natural Area Management Plan, and the major plan amendment proposed to the Regional Plan. The
material for the Management Plan provided topical information about the property and asked for
feedback from the public on managing the property, identical to what was presented at previous
community events.
The discussion of the major plan amendment was presented through a series of posters that described
the changes being proposed and their potential impacts to Regional Plan goals and policies, and City
infrastructure and resources. Posters presented described impacts of the proposed amendment to
Parks and Open Space (including the McMillan Mesa Natural Area), Growth and Land Use,
Transportation and Emergency Services, Water Demand, Capacity and Production, and Wastewater and
Stormwater. Posters provided for the Major Plan Amendment are found in Appendix A.
This was a first opportunity to present initial findings from Water Service’s geophysical study results for
the McMillan Mesa properties. The full study looked for areas with potential for citing new wells
throughout the City. Participants were informed that the full study findings were going through a
separate process and would be presented to the Water Commission first in the coming months.
The City also provided information on the two ongoing construction projects near the Natural Area.
Vicki Morris, a representative of MMV Development, also attended to answer questions about the
adjacent private development projects underway and under review.
City officials and staff in attendance
Sara Dechter, Comprehensive Planning Manager
Carlton Johnson, Associate Planner
Daniel Folke, Planning Director
Rick Barrett, City Engineer
Jeff Bauman, Traffic Engineer

Alan Sanderson, Transportation Project Manager
Robert Wallace, Open Space Specialist
Shane Dille, Deputy City Manager
Jamie Whelan, Vice Mayor
Charlie Odegaard, City Councilmember

Topics discussed:
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Proposition 413 Section 3 – The language of this section of the ordinance the City passed in 2016
is worded in such a way that it raised questions about the exemption that it grants for possible
off-site improvements for the Veterans’ Home within the McMillan Mesa Natural Area. The
project manager has agreed to follow up with the Legal Department about the relationship of
the reference to Section and the terminology “other improvements.”
The completion of Ponderosa Parkway between Route 66 and Turquoise was discussed. This is a
planned roadway that does not enter the Natural Area. Residents were informed that the City
already owns the right of way and has designs to complete this project, even though it is
currently unfunded. They were also informed about the necessity of the road for secondary
access for fire safety and emergency services.
The roadway connection from Route 66 to Gemini would travel through the Natural Area and
was a large topic of discussion. Staff discussed the impacts to emergency services and traffic
volume, specifically along Pine Cliff Drive. The City received several comment cards related to
this topic (See Appendix B).
There was some confusion about the “Scenarios” on the Transportation and Emergency Services
poster. Some many people misunderstood and thought the scenarios were two equallyweighted options that could happen. The Scenarios were the basis for estimating the magnitude
of impacts that result from the passing of Proposition 413, to remove the previously planned
“Connection” between Gemini and Route 66. Several people looking at the poster had trouble
distinguishing between the proposed amendment, which is to remove the road from the Road
Network Illustration, and the comparative analysis of future conditions with and without the
“Connection” road. The disclosure of negative impacts was intended to present a factual
outcome, and was not a position of the City staff or part of the proposed amendment.
Bicycle Safety – There was a discussion of safety concerns with bicycles along FUTS trails and
roads in the area. The City Traffic Engineer agreed to follow up to assess the issues on site.
Changes to Future Growth Illustration – Staff answered questions about the Future Growth
Illustration area types, especially why they were drawn the way they were and what they
meant.
Development on adjacent private land – There were many questions about how the adjacent
private development was going to change the character of the Mesa and how it would impact
viewsheds. Vicki Morris, a representative of MMV Development, was present and able to share
the company’s plans for building out their properties.
Privately-owned open space – There is a parcel that is zoned Public Open Space, adjacent to the
McMillan Mesa Natural Area. Several participants were concerned that the parcel was not
included in the re-mapping, would be developed and asked if the City would eventually acquire
the property.
New well sites – The Water Services department is in the middle of analyzing where would be
the most efficient and cost-effective place to put in future wells for water production. The first
round of analysis has identified fault lines in and around the Natural Area that need further
analysis. The possibility of new wells in the area was discussed. Several residents stated they
prefer the wells be located outside the Natural Area, and in a location that is already disturbed.
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We also need to determine if Proposition 413’s language related to “improvements” would even
allow for wells to be located within the area.
Several participants questioned if the well house photo was accurate. Staff will investigate
further and replace in future presentations if needed.
Gravity sewer line – The Water Services department has had plans for gravity sewer line
between the USGS campus and Forest Ave. The site is currently served by a pressurized main
that travels uphill to Buffalo Park and then enters a gravity line that follows the old alignment of
Cedar Ave. The participants were informed that it is the City’s policy to eliminate pressurized
mains, wherever possible, because they are prone to failures, require energy to operate, and
require significantly more maintenance than gravity lines. Participants wanted more information
about: (a) if the gravity sewer was necessary, such as a cost-benefit analysis of building the new
line, (b) if the main could be located to use the natural screening of trees and avoid the open
meadows, and (c) if an alternative alignment could be considered that avoids the Natural Area,
or the most sensitive areas of the Natural Area.

All participants were encouraged to provide written comments if they would like, which are available in
Appendix B.
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Appendix A: Major Plan Amendment Posters
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Appendix B: Public Written Comments Received
Topic
Disturbance
Disturbance

Management hunting
Management –
Parking
Management - Trails
Management - Weeds
Management –
wildlife
Roads
Roads
Roads
Roads
Roads
Roads
Roads

Roads
Roads
Roads
Roads
Roads

Roads

Comment
I support minimal disturbance on all open space lands.
I strongly support keeping McMillan Mesa as minimally developed as possible
in keeping with the wishes of the voters. Maintain the natural wilderness of
the area minimizing impacts.
Remove bow and arrow hunting on the Mesa. Very concerned with the safety
of people’s lives who may be in the crossfire as it is a recreational area.
Would like to see a few parking sports provided in a small area of the parking
for the Veterans’ home.
City should fund open space improvements – hire high school crews to
maintain trails.
Right-of-way weeds and utility line areas weeds need to be eradicated to
protect existing plants on the mesa.
Do not consider wildlife fencing, the wildlife do not need and deserve the
south side of the Mesa. If wildlife Passover could work build that.
Ponderosa Parkway completion is okay but not through the open space to
Cedar. An arterial road would destroy the intent of the voters.
Extending Ponderosa Parkway will help bring traffic up from Route 66.
Traffic calming on Cedar Hill would help with wildfire on the road. People
drive faster than the speed limit on Cedar Hill.
Do not build the Ponderosa Parkway Connection to Gemini.
Work with the Church to consider completion only. Prefer Scenario 1
Do not want to see Ponderosa Parkway extended across the Mesa.
Statement about Veterans’ home being able to build roads outside of their 10
acres is wrong. Section 2 and 3 appear to say no road building or motorized
trails on the “property” except for the 10 acre VA home. Statement on
Transportation and Emergency poster at presentation says VA can build roads
outside of the 10 acres. Please get this clarified before any land is deeded to
the federal government.
I had to have Sarah relook at the language in the ordinance that specifically
made comment to roads “deemed necessary for the Veteran’s home.”
Please do not allow the road to proceed through the open space – Ponderosa
Parkway Connection.
If the Ponderosa Parkway Connection is deemed necessary, make it a winding
slow road – not a bus or truck route, etc.
Ponderosa Parkway Connection – Just because a road is drawn on a map
doesn’t mean it stays “residential.”
I live on Ponderosa Parkway and would prefer that there is less traffic on the
street, but would prefer that no development, roads, etc. is done on the new
open space.
I do not support bisecting the protected area with the Ponderosa Parkway
Connector.
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Roads

Roads
Sewer
Stormwater
Stormwater
Water production
Water production
Water production

Do not use outdated and ridiculous formulas for how many cars per housing
unit – which translates into transportation issues. Example: Hub development
requiring only 225 parking spaces for 641 bedrooms. Every university student
will have a care. This is 2018 people, not 1998.
Don’t build roads in Scenarios 1 or 2. [Ponderosa Parkway Completion and
Connections
If a gravity sewer is needed for NACET, try to use already disturbed lands like
the FUTS corridor. Avoid the open space.
Mosquitos in retention ponds.
Consider mosquito treatment in all retention ponds where water accumulates
Prioritize digging any new wells in private lands or non-open space lands.
Avoid open space for digging wells
Concerned about water - new well infrastructure on open space area of
Mesa. Needs to be a short link to existing waterline.
Look for water sources outside open space
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